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Campbell vs. Anderson (not really) 
 
 
Shiva, the great Hindu god, whose dance continuously creates and recreates the Universe, 
was once confronted by a rather rude demon named Rahu. Rahu is famous for 
occasionally trying to swallow the Moon, but, since he has no stomach, the Moon always 
escapes, resulting merely in a lunar eclipse. Rahu has been sent by King Jalandhara, a 
giant who has conquered most of the world, to retrieve Shiva’s bride Parvati, for himself. 
When Shiva learns of this insult, he becomes so enraged that his furrowed brow gives 
birth to a terrifying looking fellow with flaming eyes and the mouth of a lion. Shiva 
orders this furious creature to devour Rahu, who, in turn, tries to run away but can’t 
outpace this terrible manifestation of Shiva’s rage. He finally turns and throws himself 
desperately before Shiva, begging for his mercy. Approached in this manner, Shiva 
cannot refuse. He orders his rage to stand down. But now this ravenous creature itself 
begins protesting, "But I’m hungry! Now what am I suppose to do!" 
 
Shiva thinks for a moment then instructs the gluttonous creature to eat its own hands and 
feet. But the creature doesn’t just stop there, it continues devouring itself until all that’s 
left is its face and head. Shiva looks upon this and declares, "This is my most magnificent 
creation ever! Henceforth it shall be known as Kirtimukha, the Face of Glory, and must 
always remain at the entrance of my door. From now on, nobody comes before me unless 
they first bow to Kirtimukha." 
 
I first became familiar with this story through Joseph Campbell’s dialogue with Bill 
Moyers, The Power of Myth. Campbell understands the meaning of this myth to say, "Life 
lives on life…"[66] In this sense, Kirtimukha is another version of the sacred uroborus, 
the tail eating snake. We may not like to look at it this way, but life depends on 
destroying other life, whether your a veggin, a vegetarian, or a meat eater! One life form 
is sustained through the destruction of another. This truth is hard on the human psyche 
which often experiences guilt and denial because of it. We refer to our meats as beef, 
poultry and pork, rather than as cows, chickens and pigs. This is denial. Some people, 
who eat only fruits and vegetables, do so because they feel guilty eating animals, as if 
they have the right to determine the value of one life form over another, the value of 
animals over plants. But Shiva, whose cosmic dance becomes a balancing act between 
life and death, reminds us we must bow to Kirtimukha, the Face of Glory, who further 
reminds us we are all raging monsters, hungry for life. We’re all vampires draining the 
life out of others. And if death is merely an illusion, then, at the very least, we must admit 
we selfishly cling to and maintain our particular forms by consuming other life forms, 
taking their force as our own. 
 
If we want to understand creation, Shiva’s dance, we must first acknowledge Kirtimukha, 
the truth that life lives on life. The cosmic dance is both creative and destructive, diastole 
and systole, Yin and Yang, Spring and Winter, devouring and being devoured, life and 



death. At least this the implication according to Joseph Cambell. 
 
Recently, however, I came across another interpretation of the Kirtimukha myth. In his 
book, The Face of Glory, William Anderson says the story is about "the control and 
transformation of fierce and violent emotions."[4] As the story indicates, there is 
something divine in this ability to transform rage into a face of glory! This is Divine 
Creative Energy. I know of a woman, for example, an artist, who, when she was a child 
was repeatedly raped by all her male relatives, because she was fatherless and wasn’t 
considered human. They called her a herring. The rapes were so brutal to her young body 
that her grandmother repeatedly had to stitch up her torn vagina. Today this woman is a 
remarkable quilt artist who stitches torn pieces of fabric together to create beautiful 
works of art. This woman is a god! There is something divine about her! She, like Shiva, 
has transformed her pain, her rage, into something glorious! 
 
We’ll return to this idea of Divine Creative Energy momentarily. But first, we have a 
loose end to tie up concerning these two differing interpretations of Kirtimukha’s story. 
That there might be two or even more interpretations of a single myth shouldn’t really 
surprise us. After all, mythology is meant to stir our imaginations and often holds 
meaning for us on many levels. But in this case, Joseph Campbell’s understanding that 
Kirtimukha forces us to recognize the ugly truth that life is necessarily violent—life 
devouring life—is in direct opposition to William Anderson’s interpretation that 
Kirtimukha teaches us we must transform our violence into something creative. 
 
When I first began contemplating this subject, I thought I would have to abandon one 
interpretation for the other. However, a few days ago, during one of those sychronistic 
moments in life, while driving past Haweley Cooke Booksellers, my intuition overheard a 
book calling to me from somewhere on the bargain table. I decided to stop and check it 
out. After glancing over every book on the bargain tables, and finding nothing of 
particular interest, I figured I must have been mistaken and prepared to exit. Then I saw a 
little book over in the far corner of the room I had missed. It was a black book with big 
blood-red letters on its cover, the word Death. I moved closer and read the complete title, 
Sex and the Origins of Death. That’s when it hit me! Sexual reproduction is the ultimate 
act of creativity, and here is an author, William R. Clark linking it with death. I’ve been 
pouring through the book ever since, and now realize Campbell’s and Anderson’s 
interpretations of the Kirtimukha myth are really two sides of the same coin, that death 
and life are the same, violence and destruction are merely the other side of creativity. 
 
Immortality vs. Mortality 
 
 
In his book, Clark points out that death on earth began about the same time life began 
experimenting with sexual reproduction, about a billion years ago. This doesn’t mean all 
life couldn’t die, it just meant it didn’t have to. There’s a distinction between accidental 
death and programmed death. Accidental death occurs when the environment is somehow 
hostile or adverse to an organism. Perhaps the organism can’t find food, or air, or is eaten 
by a predator, or overcome by disease. Programmed death, on the other hand, is a result 



of senescence, growing old and dying. 
 
Of course, a billion years ago, life on earth existed in the form of single cell organisms 
that had previously reproduced asexually. Each cell replicated itself by dividing into two 
identical cells. These two cells would again divide, and again, and again, indefinitely as 
long as the environmental circumstances remained friendly. In this way, these cells, 
which keep dividing are considered immortal. As Clark asks, "Can there be death in the 
absence of a corpse?"[62] He also points out that the average bacterium can divide by 
fission every thirty minutes. Sixty to seventy generations later, less than two days, if they 
all survived, Clark says they "would be roughly equal in biomass to all of the human 
beings presently living on earth."[ibid.] Thank goodness for accidental death! 
 
Life has advanced a lot since it began four billion years ago, and it has changed 
dramatically during the past billion years with the advent of sexual reproduction, 
allowing for the evolution of multicellular organisms. Today, the average person is 
composed of more than a hundred trillion cells. That’s quite an accomplishment 
compared to our single cell ancestors. Of course we still have many single cell immortals 
around today—bacterium, amoebas, yeast and the like, who, again, could go on 
replicating themselves indefinitely as long as circumstances allow. Unfortunately, with 
the exception of a few of our stem cells, the hundred trillion cells comprising our bodies 
are mortal. They each have a self destruct code written in their DNA that will eventually 
cause them to die. Unlike bacteria, we are mortal. No matter how friendly our 
environment remains we will eventually die. 
 
Part of the reason for this, paradoxically, is self defense. We all have killer T cells in our 
bodies that eliminate viruses and pathogens from our body. These killer T cells, however, 
don’t devour or maim or otherwise violently battle there enemies. Instead they latch on to 
the infected cell and push a security code in the DNA that activates its own self destruct 
mechanism. The infected cell then quietly commits suicide by detaching itself from the 
cells around it and dissolving into pieces. 
 
Like bacteria, the cells in our bodies divide by fission. However, what makes our cells 
different is sexual reproduction. That is, they are not exact clones of their parents. Our 
cells bump into each other, exchange genetic information, which is combined and passed 
on in a varied form to their progeny. However, each new cell must create a new nucleus 
out of the new genetic information and rid itself of its old nucleus. Otherwise, as they 
divide, each new generation will end up with an ever increasing and overwhelming 
number of nuclei. As a result we end up with a generation of DNA that is not passed on 
to the next generation. The cell, therefore, must be considered mortal. 
 
Now the great thing about sexual reproduction is it allows cells to work together, to share 
their talents in order to create more sophisticated communities. A single cell organism 
can only grow so large before its membrane no longer has the strength to hold its 
contents. Multicellular organisms don’t have this problem and can grow quite large. And, 
because they must remain small in size, single cell creatures are also limited on how 
much DNA they can carry, which limits their ability to adapt to a hostile environment. 



Again, multicellular creatures can share genetic information and assign various biological 
functions to different cell types. The only real draw back is, as noted, all of these cells 
must eventually die. Sexual reproduction leads to death! 
 
From this explanation, I think we can begin to understand the relationship between 
Joseph Campbell’s interpretation of the Kirtimukha story and William Anderson’s. Death 
and creativity are really the same thing! Sexual reproduction ultimately results in death. 
But, without it we would have all remained perfect immortal duplicates of our single 
celled ancestors. Instead we are complex multicellular beings who can laugh and love and 
dance with Shiva as together we create the ever-changing Universe. Sexual reproduction, 
which may be defined as the process of killing old ancestors, is a creative process that 
makes something completely new and unique! Death and creativity go hand in hand. 
 
Permanence vs. Change 
 
 
Thus, bowing before Kirtimukha, is to submit to the necessity of death in order to 
become creative. It is the act of letting go. We must stop clinging to life if we are to enter 
into the divine dance. On a very practical level, many of us struggle with weight. Like 
Kirtimukha, we are born to eat, and end up devouring more than our bodies really need. 
As a result, we end up storing excess fat in awkward places like our hips and thighs and 
bellies. The only way this fat goes away is if we stop overeating and allow our bodies to 
begin eating the excess. It’s as if Shiva says, "Don’t eat Rahu, eat yourself instead." If we 
want to transform our bodies, then we must let go of our desire to endlessly consume. By 
the way, did you know we have in our bodies a type of cells called macrophages? In 
Greek it means "great eater." Their purpose is to devour the dead cells in our bodies. 
Perhaps these macrophages and Kirtimukha are one and the same. 
 
Bowing to Kirtimukha allows us to transform our rage into courage, our passion into 
compassion. Still, it seems it is our nature to resist change, to continue doing what has 
become comfortable habit for us, as if we can somehow remain unchanging, immortal. 
For example, in the US the standard distance between the rails of a railroad track is 4 
feet, 8.5 inches long. Why this odd number? Because that’s the way they were originally 
built in England. Why did the English build them that way? Because that’s the distance 
used for pre-railroad tramways, built by the same folks who eventually built the railroads. 
Why did they build tramways that way? Because the people who built them used the 
same jigs and tools they used to build wagons, and 4’8.5" was the distance between 
wheel spacing. Why? Because the was the spacing on some old English roads. Why? 
Because that’s the way they were in Imperial Rome, and the Romans were the ones who 
built the roads in much of Europe. They originally spaced the roads this way for their war 
chariots, which were built to accommodate the rear end of a horse. So, today, our US 
railroad gauge is based on the Roman war chariots. To make matters even worse, the 
booster rockets you see on the sides of our the Space Shuttle had to be shipped by train. 
Thus, the engineers had to limit their size to accommodate a train that sits on a 4’8.5" 
track. Our most sophisticated transportation system in history is based on a Roman war 
chariot with specifications based on the width of a horses ass! 



 
Kirtimukha reminds us to let go, to bow before death, to open ourselves to change and 
transformation. Death, according to Shiva, is the greatest creation! Without it we remain 
frozen in time, unchanged forever, the price of immortality. Isn’t it better to cut our time 
short if it means we can enter into the cosmic dance with Shiva, to, albeit briefly, 
experience the endless variety of life? 
 
 


